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Comment on “No-Slip Condition for a Mixture
of Two Liquids”

Koplik and Banavar [1] in a recent paper make th
broad generic claim that the classical no-slip mas
average velocity boundary condition at solid walls applie
equally well to the individualspeciesvelocities in a
diffusing binary mixture subjected to a concentratio
gradient parallel to the direction of flow. However, the
conclusion cannot be correct. The question of whether,
fact, vi  0 si  1, 2d at the wall is crucial in the context
of the volume-averagevelocity, the importance of which
has been elucidated in [2]. It is important to recall in wh
follows that the continuum-mechanical definition of th
vector species flux relative to the fixed walls isni  civi ,
and that this flux consists of a convective contributio
civ together with a molecular diffusive contributionji 
cisvi 2 vd, where ci is the mass of speciesi per unit
volume andv the mass-average velocity.

The very concept of specifying both species velo
ity vectors at the wall—whether zero or otherwise—
as boundary conditions to be imposed on the gove
ing species transport equations at the continuum len
scale (e.g., the distanceL, say, between the flat plates
in the two-dimensional Poiseuille flow case considere
in [1]) for the case of constant diffusivity is mathemati
cally flawed. Specification of two suchvector bound-
ary conditions overspecifies the data required to ass
a uniquely posed pair of scalar convective-diffusion equ
tions governing the species transport process. As such
solution of the boundary-value problem will exist. On
is free to specify only that thenormal components of the
species velocities vanish at the wall (and even then, only
no surface adsorption, surface chemical reaction, or ot
species-depleting continuum-level process occurs at
wall) [2]. The correspondingtangentialspecies velocity
components are then determineda posteriorifrom the so-
lution of the convective-diffusion equations and cann
be specifieda priori —either as being zero or anything
else. For the sake of definiteness, below we make o
point explicit for the particular case where Fick’s law
jisx, yd  2D=cisx, yd, describes the diffusive specie
flux; however, our generic arguments transcend use
this particular constitutive equation. The claim that th
species velocities vanish at the wally  0 automati-
cally assures the same for the mass-average velocity.
such, these jointly require that the molecular diffusio
fluxes vanish at the wall:jixsx, 0d  0. However, accord-
ing to Fick’s law, jixsx, 0d  2Ddcisx, 0dydx. There-
fore, the vanishing of the species velocities requires th
c1sx, 0d  const, a result which is inconsistent with th
fact thatc1s1, 0d  0.75 andc1s21, 0d  0.25. Thus, the
argument thatvisx, 0d  0 contradicts Fick’s law.

How can the authors’ apparently accurate microsca
numerics, presumably demonstrating thatyixsx, 0d  0,
be reconciled with our statement that this is impossibl
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Only relatively small differences exist between the respe
tive magnitudes of the mass-average velocityv and the
species velocitiesvi . Estimates of the respective order
of magnitude of the convective and diffusive velocitie
can easily be effected as follows:yx , jdpydxjR2y8h,
and syx 2 jyixjd , DDciyL. From the values provided
in [1] we can estimatesyx 2 jyixjdyyx , 0.01. Given
the noisiness of the results of the simulation in relatio
to the smallness of the latter, together with the uncerta
ties introduced when asymptotically extrapolating the di
crete “bin” results to the wall,y  0, it could easily have
been (numerically) incorrectly concluded thatvisx, 0d  0
since vsx, 0d  0. Had the authors, for example, stud
ied the limiting case of pure diffusion, wherev  0, the
small but nonzerovalue of vi would perhaps then have
been discerned without being masked by the numerica
dominantv term.

While our arguments exclude the possibility of specie
adherence at the usual Navier-Stokes, convectiv
diffusion, continuum level of description (theL scale),
where one needs to confront Fick’s law, our argumen
do not exclude the possibility of species adherence a
finer continuum length scale [thel scalesl ø Ld, which
from the scaling used in [1] constitutes the intermolecul
length scales]. Indeed, it is well known in a variety
of contexts (see, e.g., [3,4]) that the boundary conditio
can depend explicitly upon the choice of continuum
length scale at which the physical phenomenon is bei
viewed. But this difference arises because the mo
detailed view embodies novel features and concepts
present in the coarser-scale view (e.g., the existence
short-range,l-scale forces, resulting in species-specifi
“surface adsorption” at theL scale [3]—or boundary
roughness present on the scalel but absent on the
“smooth”-appearing L-scale surface [4]). From the
background context provided in [1], it seems that the
intended their results to be interpreted as applying at t
usual continuum level. And at this level of description
species adherence is not a viable physical possibility.
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